Appendix 1: detailed suggestions for improvements on the XSPEC package

From: "Julia C. Lee" <jclee@cfa.harvard.edu>
Date: October 16, 2007 5:19:42 PM GMT+02:00
To: Frits Paerels <frits@astro.columbia.edu>
Subject: Fwd: Keith response to: User Request re: xspec

hi Frits,


Please find Keith’s response, directly below, to the specific user  
requests (also included here) with regard to changes / enhancements  
to xspec.


Cheers,
Julia


Begin forwarded message:

> From: Keith Arnaud <kaa@milkyway.gsfc.nasa.gov>
> Date: October 15, 2007 4:15:30 PM EDT
> To: "Julia C. Lee" <jclee@cfa.harvard.edu>
> Subject: Re: Fwd: User Request re: xspec
>
> Hi Julia,
>
> Thanks. I think we can fairly easily make a stand-alone model  
> library for all the models except the mixing models. We will go  
> ahead and do that. The mixing models are more difficult and are the  
> ones which Jeremy refers to as accessing the C++ internals. I would  
> like to have a well-defined interface for these as well so will  
> work on it.
>
>        Keith
>
>
> Julia C. Lee wrote:
>> hi Keith,
>> Please find below the user requests as consolidated by the people  
>> noted in the email header below. I would say the requests are  
>> fairly representative of the desires of the general population  
>> within Fabian's group at Cambridge IoA, and Canizares's group at  
>> MIT. To some extent, the requests also resonate with me,  
>> especially since many of us are trying to parallelize the fitting  
>> ourselves. This makes it especially challenging when the  
>> dependencies of the table models on xspec are increasingly  
>> difficult to separate out.
>> The main points are summarized in the 4 items issues noted up  
>> front. Subsequent text which follows are more technical details to  
>> those points, and suggestions for implementation. John Houck's  
>> email at the end may have additional details / requests.
>> Best,
>> Julia

>> Begin forwarded message:
>>     *From: *Andrew Young <ayoung@space.mit.edu>
>>     *Date: *October 11, 2007 11:51:09 PM EDT
>>     *To: *Julia Lee <jclee@cfa.harvard.edu>
>>     *Cc: *Mike Nowak <mnowak@space.mit.edu>, Jeremy Sanders
>>     <jss@ast.cam.ac.uk>, John Houck <houck@space.mit.edu>
>>     *Subject: HEASARC User's Group
>>     *
>>     Hi Julia,
>>     I had meant to forward you some info regarding the "HUG"  
>> earlier but
>>     forgot (oops - sorry!).  Here's a summary of what John, Jeremy  
>> and
>>     Mike have said that can be presented at the meeting on Monday,  
>> and
>>     can perhaps be put into the agenda tomorrow (if you have time).
>>      Perhaps Mike could distill this into a neat paragraph?  :)  I
>>     /think/ the main issues are:
>>     1.  It would be beneficial to separate spectral models from the
>>     spectral fitting code as much as possible.  This would make the
>>     models easier to maintain, and allow them to be used more widely
>>     (e.g., incorporated into ISIS, C, Fortran, etc.)  One way to  
>> do this
>>     is to maintain and distribute the spectral model library (and its
>>     data) as a separate package, like cfitsio.
>>     2.  Models are difficult to disentangle from XSPEC 12.  Minimize
>>     external dependencies in the xspec spectral model library.
>>     3.  Need a common interface to the models.  Provide interfaces  
>> that
>>     support both C- and Fortran-linkage to the spectral model  
>> library,
>>     including table models.  C++ interfaces (such as used in the  
>> xspec12
>>     table model code) are effectively inaccessible to C and Fortran
>>     programs written by users.
>>     4.  A mechanism for a user program to check the ABI version
>>     number at run-time, so that one can detect ABI changes cleanly  
>> (with
>>     an error message) instead of through a surprise core dump.  All
>>     that's required here is a global integer with a version number  
>> and a
>>     preprocessor version number in the corresponding .h file.
>>     More detailed / technical comments...

>>      From Jeremy:
>>     I agree. A number of the new xspec12 models are very difficult to
>>     disentangle from xspec as they access the (rather complex) c++
>>     internals of xspec directly.
>>     The new c++ abi seems to encourage this kind of use and makes it
>>     difficult for secondary programs to use xspec format models. More
>>     and more of the xspec12 models are being converted to the new c 
>> ++ ABI.
>>     It also makes it difficult to parallise model evaluation.
>>     I think a simple ABI/API is required for xspec:
>>      - All models should expose a common binary interface (no  
>> matter what
>>        language they are in). Maybe mixing models could be left  
>> out as they
>>        are fundamentally difficult to call from other programs.
>>        xspec12 now uses different fortran/c/c++ conventions, and uses
>>     complex
>>        wrappers compiled in with the models to convert to c++. This
>>     means c++
>>        is required for calling programs. It makes it harder to write
>>     models in
>>        higher level languages.
>>      - All models should restrict themselves to calling a certain  
>> list of
>>        functions from their host program. There is a list at
>>          http://heasarc.gsfc.nasa.gov/docs/xanadu/xspec/manual/ 
>> XSappendixExternal.html
>>        but many built in xspec models access c++ internals  
>> directly. I
>>     don't
>>        think implementations of the c++ FunctionUtility.h routines
>>     should be
>>        necessary for the calling programs. There should be a  
>> wrapper header
>>        for the c++ models to call the c/fortran functions listed.
>>        This webpage isn't very standardized, either, as it doesn't  
>> show the
>>        fortran dynamic memory allocation routines that many xspec  
>> models
>>     rely
>>        on, or the xprint routine.
>>      From John:
>>     I agree.  However, I suspect that the only practical way to
>>     maintain these restrictions is to convince HEASARC to maintain
>>     and distribute the spectral model library (and its data) as a
>>     separate package, like cfitsio.
>>     As long as the spectral models stay deeply buried in xspec,
>>     these extraneous library connections will continue to crop up.
>>     But I absolutely agree -- xspec needs a clean, simple,
>>     documented API/ABI for the model library.
>>     It would be even better if HEASARC and the cfitsio developers
>>     would try to maintain binary compatibility between releases of
>>     their various libraries. Specifically, I'd like to see:
>>       1) Rules to control changes in the exported binary interface
>>          (No randomly added struct fields, No changing the size of  
>> struct
>>          fields, No changing subroutine interfaces, etc.)
>>       2) A mechanism for a user program to check the ABI version  
>> number
>>          at run-time, so that one can detect ABI changes
>>          cleanly (with an error message) instead of through
>>          a surprise core dump.  All that's required here is
>>          a global integer with a version number and a preprocessor
>>          version number in the corresponding .h file.

>>     More from John:
>>     XSPEC wish-list
>>     ---------------
>>     o Provide interfaces that support both C- and Fortran-linkage
>>       to the spectral model library, including table models.
>>       C++ interfaces (such as used in the xspec12 table model code)
>>       are effectively inaccessible to C and Fortran programs
>>       written by users.
>>     o Define and document the interface to the spectral model
>>       library, both the API and the ABI.
>>     o Changes in the API/ABI should be avoided or at least
>>       very strictly limited and controlled.
>>       Remember that, every time the ABI changes in the smallest
>>       way, every program using it must be recompiled and/or
>>       updated.  For this reason, even tiny ABI changes can have a
>>       noticeable impact throughout the community.
>>       The API and the ABI should be labeled by version numbers
>>       that can be checked at compile time and at run-time to verify
>>       that the main program, the header file and the library file
>>       are all mutually consistent.  A single global integer
>>       variable and a C preprocessor symbol should be sufficient to
>>       solve this problem for each exported library.
>>     o Minimize external dependencies in the xspec spectral
>>       model library.
>>       Ideally, it should be possible to distribute the xspec
>>       spectral model library as a separate package that can be
>>       compiled and used with minimal dependence on external
>>       libraries.
>>       External dependence on the cfitsio library is reasonable, but
>>       it would be best if nothing else was required.
>>       Many spectral models call functions like 'xwrite' and
>>       'udmget' that are currently provided by xspec.  To
>>       eliminate this dependence on xspec internals, it would be
>>       very useful if simple, minimal implementations of these
>>       functions were provided. This would make it possible to use
>>       the spectral models without relying on a full xspec
>>       installation.
>>     Cheers,
>>     Andy.
>

